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INTRODUCTION 
Our main result is a perturbation theorem which promotes "almost 
homoclinic" points of diffeomorphisms to homoclinic points. The proof 
makes crucial use of the Jordan curve theorem, so we are restricted to 
surfaces such that each component embeds in the two-sphere; these are 
called planar surfaces. As consequences of the perturbation theorem we 
derive genericity properties, which are especially relevant in the area- 
preserving context. A good general discussion of homoclinic points and their 
significance for classical dynamical systems is in Moser's book [7]. 
Before precise statements we review some terminology. Throughout he 
paper M denotes a separable C ~ two-dimensional manifold. For 1 ~< r ~< oo 
we use the strong C r topology on Diffr(M); see [4]. For fC  Diff ~ (M) and 
A cM we write ~'~(A , f )=~A = U {fiA:j<~i<~k} and c~(A, f )=~A =
U {fiA:i E Y }. A periodic point o f f  of period n is called a saddle point iff 
Tfn(p) has eigenvalues 2 5 with 1251 < 1 < 12-[. In this case there are one- 
dimensional stable and unstable manifolds W±(p, f )= W±(p) such that 
x E W ± (p) if and only i f f "k (x )~ p as n--+ + oo. Moreover, for g near f we 
can find a corresponding saddle point pg depending continuously on g. For 
all this see [5] or [2]. 
We set I~/±(p)_ -W±(p) \p .  A homoclinic point of p is a point 
x E W- (p)n  I~/+ (p), so f~,x ~p as k ~ + oo, and it is called a transversal 
homoclinic point iff W- (p )  meets ~/+(p) transversely at x. Our pertur- 
bation result is: 
THEOREM A. Suppose M is planar, 1 ~ r<~ oo, fE  Diffr(M) has a 
saddle point p, and CI (~W-(p) )  n /~+(p)  :/: 0. Then in any neighborhood 
o f f  in Diffr(M) there is a g such that pg has a transversal homoclinic point. 
Recall that the nonwandering set -(2 is {x: for any neighborhood V of x 
there is j q: 0 for which f JV~ V ~ O}. It is well known [14, 7] that a saddle 
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point with a transversal homoclinic point is an accumulation point of .Q. The 
first part of the following is a generic converse. 
THEOREM B. Suppose M is planar, 1 <~ r <<, ~.  Then there is a residual 
set ~r  C Diffr(M) such that, for f E ~,  
(a) a saddle point is an accumulation point of 12 if and only if it has a 
transversal homoclinic point; 
(b) if p, q are saddle points then Cl(~W-(q)) meets l~+(p) if and 
only if ~W-  (q) meets I~ + (p) transversely. 
The most interesting applications arise for diffeomorphisms which 
preserve a smooth (C °°) area form 09 (see [1, 7]). Then Theorems A and B 
• ~r  remain true if Diff ~ (M) is replaced by Dlf ,o(M) = {fC DiW(M): f '09  = 09} 
and 3 ~ is replaced by .~  = ~ Diffr(M). Moreover: 
THEOREM C. Suppose M is planar and has finite area with respect o a 
C ~ area form o9, and 1 <~r<<, oo. Then, fo r fE~,  
(a) each saddle point has transversal homoclinic points; 
(b) if Cl(•W-(q)) meets l~+(p) for saddle points p, q then W (q) 
meets Ii¢+ (p) transversely, W-  (p) meets Iiv "+ (q) transversely, and 
C1W-(q) = C1 W+(p). 
Finally we give a simple proof of a theorem of Zehnder [16]. 
THEOREM D. Suppose M is a surface (not necessarily planar) with C ~ 
D" r area form 09, and 1 <~ r ~ oo. Then there is a residual set .~  c lffo,(M )
such that any elliptic point of any f C ~ r • ~o, is a limit of transversal homoclinic 
points• 
Remarks. Poincar6 and Birkhoff first appreciated the importance of 
transversal homoclinic points and suspected that they occur generically in 
the area-preserving case. However, no perturbation results appeared until 
1972, when Takens [15] established the volume-preserving and symplectic 
versions of Theorem A in any dimension and derived various generic conse- 
quences. But his methods are definitely restricted to the C 1 topology, despite 
the contrary assertion in ]1, 8.4.8]. At the other extreme Zehnder proved his 
theorem by detailed arguments in local coordinates, relying heavily on 
analyticity. The prototype of our Theorem A, applying only to fixed points, 
is due to Robinson [12], following earlier work by Newhouse. 
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1. PERTURBATIONS 
We shall reduce the proof of Theorem A to a geometrical construction 
which we postpone to Section 4. 
First we introduce some notation and review some well-known facts about 
saddle points which will be used throughout he paper. I fp  is a saddle point 
of f then 
(a) X, X '  are the components of I~- (p ) ,  
(b) Y, Y' are the components of I~ + (p), 
(c) n is a period of p, 
(d) N is a common period of X and Y. 
(1.1) 
Note that we may not have N= n, although N = 2n will always work. By 
Hartman's theorem [3] there are C o local coordinates (~, r/) about p, defined 
for I~1, Ir/I ~<2, in wh ich f  N appears as (~, r/) ~--~ (a~,a-lrl) for some a > 1. 
We may assume Ax=(O, 1) XOcX and Ar=Ox(O,  1 )~Y;  then 
D x = [a -1, 1) X 0 and D r = 0 X [a -1, 1) are fundamental domains: 
X = O(Dx,fN), Y= ~(Dv,fN). (1.2) 
Similarly, X '  and Y' have fundamental domains -D  x, -D  r. The quadrants 
at p are the components of {(~, r/): 0 < I~1, Ir/I < 1}, labelled conventionally 
as Qi, 1 ~< i ~< 4. We write N,(A) for the open e-neighborhood of a set A. 
Simple inequalities establish: 
If zCQI~NE(AxUAr)  there are s, t~>0 such that 
(Yt_s(Z, fN ) C Q1 and f -sNz E N~E(Dr),ftNz E N~,(Dx). (1.3) 
The condition that I~- (p )  meets I,V + (q) transversely defines a relation on 
saddle points which is well known to be transitive. A precise statement, 
essentially proved in [10], is: 
Suppose X k, Yk are components of l~- (pk) ,  l~+(pk) and 
that X k meets Yk-1 transversely at Y~-l, for 0 < k ~< m. 
Then X m meets Y0 transversely in any neighborhood of Y0, 
and C1 X m D X 0. (1.4) 
We next consider variations in X, Y for perturbations of f. The stable 
manifold theorem [5] provides continuous maps w + from a neighborhood 
ffi, p of f in  Di f f r (M) into Cl([--1, 1], M) such that wf(O)=p, Wg~(O)=pe is 
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a saddle point of g, and W±(pg, g )=O(w[ [ -1 ,  1],g') .  We may assume 
wf-(0, 1] c X, w 7 (0, 1] ~ Y, and we can then define 
Xg = c~(w/(0, 11, g~V), Yg = c~(wg+(0, 1],gN). (1.5) 
This definition is independent of the choices of w ± and N. 
All the perturbations needed for Theorems A and B are quite standard and 
are contained in 
(1.6) LEMMA. Suppose pl,  P2 are saddle points of fCDi f f r (M) ;  
X i c l~-(p i )  , Yi c lYv'+(pi) are components; y E )I2, V is a neighborhood of 
y, and ./U is a neighborhood o f f  
(a) I f  y E X~O Y2 then there is g E Jl p with g=f  off V such that X1e 
meets YEg transversely at y. 
(b) if x is sufficiently close to y there is g E ~/Y with g =f  off V such 
that g (x )=f (y ) .  I f  fky  q~ V for all k > 0 then x ~ Y2g; if f -kx q3 V for all 
k > O then x E Xlg. 
Proof Part (a) and the first half of (b) are in [2]. For the rest of (b) first 
shrink V so that it misses some neighborhood of cY{pl,p2 }. Let n be a 
common period for p~, P2. If g=f  off V then fn  =g,  on a fixed 
neighborhood of p2, so we may assume w~f---W+g. Hence with C= w~(0, 1] 
we have Y2g=O(C, g2") by (1.5). Now gEnk(x)=g2~k lg(x). Since 
g(x) =f(y )  and g =f  on I f  my: m > 0} we conclude g2"k(x) =f2,k(y)  E C 
for k sufficiently large, so x @ Y2g. The argument for X~g is similar. II 
We can now prove the following sharpening of Theorem A. 
(1.7) THEOREM. Suppose M is planar, 1 <, r <~ oo. Suppose f C Diffr(M) 
has a saddle point p, CI(~gX)~ Y:/: 0,  and y E ~X ~ Y if this is nonempty, 
otherwise y ~ Cl(~X) ~ Y. Then given neighborhoods V of y and ~/Y o f f  
there is g C JU such that Xg meets Yg transversely in V. 
Proof We suppose n, N satisfying (1.1c, d) are minimal. 
If gJXg meets Ye transversely in V then an application of g~k-1)j shows 
that gkiXg meets g~k-lUyg transversely, so, by (1.4), gUJXg=Xg meets Yg 
transversely inside V. Hence we only need to produce a transverse inter- 
section of some gJXg with Yg ~ V. I f y  E ~X~ Y we can apply (1.6a) to do 
just that, so we assume cgX ~ Y = 0. 
By (1.2) we may assume y E D r ~ CI(OX). We write Si~ = Qi (~ C1N~(y) 
for i=  1,2. 
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(1,8) Lemma. For i=  1,2 and q > 0 there are open E~cM and 
compact L i c d~(p U X) with 
(a) y~ClE~,  
(b) OE~ c OE] U ~gNLi, 
(c) L ic fUL i ,  ~L i=~X,  
such that, for all sufficiently small e > O, either 
(d) ¢~IN(Si, n ~'X) ~ ~,  or 
(e) n is even, f reverses orientation, and Sic ~ O(X , f  2) = 0, in which 
ease ~q~'(Si~ N c~X,f 2) c E~ with N = 2v. 
Remark. In the case of an orientation preserving fixed point we have 
N= 1 and the description of E q is fairly simple. We construct a simple 
closed curve F by following a segment 2x in { p} U X to its first meeting with 
Si~, then a short segment 2s in C1S~, and finally a segment 2v in Y~) {p} ; 
see Fig. 1. This curve bounds an open region D, and with care we have 
y ~ D,fSi ,  c D. We set L i = t!,x, E q = GgD, and (a)-(d) follow readily by 
induction. The key to the proof of (1.7) is then the following observation: If
x q is the point of CI E q closest to y then x q C X~ c~E q, and i f f - J x  q E S~, 
for some j > 0 we would then have x q EfJSiE c E~, a contradiction. 
However, in the general case the construction of E~ is complicated by the 
various interactions of the fkx  with Y, and by the possibility of orientation 
ky 
fy 
7- _ / 
FIG. 1. F and fF  with N= I. 
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reversal. So we shall postpone the proof of (1.8) to Section 4, and we 
proceed now with the derivation of (1.7) from (1.8). 
Set Eq=EqUE~, L=L1UL 2, and select e>0 so that (d) or (e) is 
satisfied for both i = 1, 2, and 
(CI E' U cyNL) n N~(y) = 0. (1.9) 
This is possible by (1.8a) and c~Xn Y= 0. We shall produce a sequence 
x q E •X with x q ~y  such that f-kxq q~ N~(y) for any k > 0. This, with 
(1.6), finishes the proof of (1.7). 
If yE  C I (Q iA~X ) let x q be a point of QiN~'gNL minimizing the 
(Euclidean) distance to y. Since ~L  = c~X we have x~ ~y,  so x~[ C N,(y) for 
all large q. For such q suppose w -~f-kx~ E SjE. If k > qN we would have 
N (using L c fUL ) w E f -oNc~quL c C~oL , contrary to (1.9). Hence x~ = fkw E 
~qN/c0 ~'j,  N C~X). If (1.8d) applies to Sjt we have x~ E EL Then, by (1.8a), the 
straight line from x~ to y meets Sit n c0E ~ at some point z which is closer to 
y than x~ is. But (1.8b) and (1.9) imply z E~qoNL, contradicting the 
definition of x q. Also, if (1.8e) applies to both Sit and Sj, then both x q and 
w lie in [J {fix: l is odd} and the least period of X is even, so k is even. 
Therefore we can apply (1.8e) to derive x~E q and the ensuing 
contradiction. 
We define x q = x~ with i chosen so that y C CI(Qi n ~X)  and, if possible, 
(1.8e) applies to S;t. The above argument shows that x q has no predecessors 
in N,(y), as desired. I 
2. GENERIC PROPERTIES 
We shall prove Theorem B using the semicontinuity argument introduced 
by Pugh [11 ]. Since we do not assume M compact we must slightly extend 
the standard treatment in, for example, Kuratowski I6]. We write .~r(M) for 
the collection of closed subsets of M, and say a mapping a of a topological 
space D into .~-(M) is continuous at x C D iff 
(a) 0 cl l u a(Y) l c a(x ), 
xcintE y~E 
These conditions separately define upper (a) and lower (b) semicontinuity at 
x. These definitions coincide with Kuratowski's when M is compact but, for 
example, x ~ x × ~ c J - ( lP  2) satisfies our definition of continuity but not 
Kuratowski's. However, we still have: 
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(2.1) LEMMA. (a) if a is lower semicontinuous on D then a is continuous 
at a residual set R c D. 
(b) I f  a, is a sequence of lower semicontinuous functions then 
x ~-~ Cl U {a,(x): n/> 0} is lower semicontinuous. 
Proof Remember that M is separable and locally compact, so the one- 
point compactification M* = M U { c~ } is metrizable. For a:D -*,Y~-(M) 
define a*: D ~- (M*)  by a*(x) = a(x) U {~ }. An easy check shows that 
this correspondence preserves upper and lower semicontinuity at each point 
of D, so we have reduced (a) to the standard situation of [6]. Part (b) may 
be similarly reduced, although it follows easily from the definition. II 
Now suppose fE  Difff(M) has a saddle point p; we use the notation 
introduced in (1,1). Then Xg, Yg are  defined in a neighborhood ~s.p of f and 
from (1.5) and (2.1b) it is clear that Fx(g ) = CI Xg, Fr (g  ) = C1 Yg define 
lower semicontinuous functions on @I,p. Also, if Z is a component of some 
IZV - (q,f)  we define Hzr on ~I,p A fff, q by 
Hzr(g ) = Cl{y :Zg meets Yg transversely at y}. 
Using (1.5), persistence of transversal intersection, and (2.1b) we verify that 
Hzr is lower semicontinuous. 
All the genericity results of this section are based on the following. 
(2.2) THEOREM. For 1 ~ r <~ oo there is a residual ~r  ~ Diffr(M) such 
that each F x, F r, Hzr is continuous at all g C ~ in its domain. 
Proof We first give the argument for F x. The point is that {Fx} is a 
priori an uncountable collection of functions, all with different domains. We 
need to replace this with a countable collection of lower semicontinuous 
functions defined on Diff r (M). 
Let T 1M be the unit circle bundle for some metric on TM. Recall that X' 
is the other component of l,F-(p, f ) .  Let u(X) be the unit vector in TMp 
tangent to W-(p)  and pointing along X, and similarly define u(X'), so 
u(X') = -u(X).  Then ~p(g) = Cl(Xg) X U(Xg) U Cl(Xg) X U(Xg) defines a 
lower semicontinuous map ~I,p ~ J - (M X T13,/). Now take a countable base 
{U~} for the topology of M with Cl U k compact and define ,~ ,  as the set of 
C ~ diffeomorphisms having one saddle point in U k of period n and no other 
periodic points of period -,,<n in C1 U k. Then ,~n is open. Define 
~k,(g) = ~p(g) if g E ~,  and p is the 
saddle point of g in U~, 
=0 if gq~ ~n.  
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Lower semicontinuity of q~*n now follows from openness of ~k. and lower 
semicontinuity of each q~p. By (2.1a) each q~,~ is continuous at a residual set 
~97'~k n ~ Diffr(M). Then ~'~ = N ~k~ is residual. Given any g E ~9~rl ~ ~:,p 
we can find U k ~pg so that g E ~, ,  by the period bounding lemma [2], and 
~p = q~k~ on ~S,p ~ ~k~, SO q~p is continuous at g. Now, if Y is a closed 
neighborhood of u(Xg) in T~M with --U(Xg)q~ U and zr :M× T~M~M is 
projection on the first factor then 
Fx(h ) = ~z[q~p(h) (3M × int U] = 7c[tJ~p(h) (-~ M × U] 
for h in some neighborhood of g, and this easily implies continuity of F x at 
g. 
Similar arguments produce residual sets ~9~ 2, ~9~ 3 at which each Fy, respec- 
tively Hzr, is continuous. Set ~97 = ,5~1 ~ ~2 ('~ ~3" I 
(2.3) COROLLARY, Suppose M is planar and f~ ~r  Then Cl(c~X) 
meets Y if and only if X meets Y transversely. 
Proof. Suppose CI(~X) meets Y. By (1.7) there is a diffeomorphism g in 
any neighborhood of f such that Xg meets Yg transversely; that is, 
Hxr(g) 4: 0. By upper semicontinuity of Hxr at fwe have Hxr( f  ) --/: 0. l 
We next fix our attention on a saddle point p o f f  and consider ecurrence 
properties of nearby points. We use the local coordinates introduced in 
Section 1, and write Q for the first quadrant at p. 
(2.4) LEMMA. Assume f E ~9~ r and M is planar. Suppose y E A r and for 
any e > 0 there is j > 0 such that (N~(y)~ Q)~f - JN~(y)~ 0. Then X 
meets Y transversely. 
Proof. Replacing y by some f - jNy we may assume yED r . The 
hypothesis provides YkEQ with d(y k ,y )<k-1  and Jk>0 with 
d(flky k, y) < k -1, and then (1.3) produces Pk > 0 such that x k =fPkN(yk) is 
within a/k of D x and ~k(y  k, fN) ~ Q. By passing to a subsequence we may 
assume Xk~X E C1D x, and replacing x by f -Nx  if necessary we may 
assume x~D x. For k large enough, d(y, fJyk) > k -1 if 0 <j<~pkN, so 
nk =Jk --PkN > O. 
Thus we have Xk-~ X E D x, yk ~ y C D r, fnkxk = y k, n k > O. We next 
show that this implies that X meets Y or Y' transversely. Let J r  ~ be a 
neighborhood of f ,  take e > 0, and let V=N~(x). For e small we have Vc  
(0, 1) × ( -1,  1), f - rex q3 V for any m > 0, and Vf~fmV = O for 0 < m ~< N. 
Now take K large enough that d(y k, y) < e for k > K. By (1.6b) applied to 
f -1  there is g~J~ with g-=f off V and g(x)=f(Xk). If fJxq~ V for 
1 ~<j < n k then gnk(x)-=y'k~ (Xg, g)~N,(Dy) .  The alternative is that 
f JXkC V for some j > 0, and we select the minimal such j. Then (1.3), 
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applied to either the first or fourth quadrant, yields s >/0 such thatfJ-SNXk = 
gj-SNx C C~(Xg, g) is in N~,(D r U--Dr). So, in either case, O(Xg, g) meets 
N~,(D r U -Dr).  By continuity of F x at f we have CI(WX) ~ (YU Y') ~ O, 
and the claim follows from (2.3). 
So either X meets Y transversely and we're finished, or X meets Y' 
transversely. But we still have yk~yEDr ,  xk~x~Dx,  f -~yk=xk ,  
n k > 0. The same argument as above, applied to f -1  and using continuity of 
F r, shows that Y meets X or X'  transversely. In the first case we're finished. 
In the remaining case X meets Y' transversely and X' meets Y transversely, 
so (1.4) implies that X meets Y transversely. I
Theorem B is contained in the final two results. 
(2.5) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Proof 
THEOREM. Suppose M is planar and f E ,~ .  
Y ~ f2 ~ 0 ~ Y meets if'- (p) transversely. 
X n f2 ~ 0 ~ X meets if'+ (p) transversely. 
p ~ CI(Q ~ $2) ~ X meets Y transversely. 
(a) Take y G J2 ~ Y; by (1.2) we may assume y E D v cA  v. Then 
for any e > 0 there is j>  0 with N, (y )A f - JN , (y )~O.  Thus (2.4) is 
applicable to one of the quadrants bordering on At ,  so Y meets X or X'  
transversely. 
(b) This reduces to (a) upon replacing f by f -  1. 
(c) Since £2 is closed and invariant we can apply (1.3) to see that f2 
meets both D x and D r. Combining (a, b) with the argument at the end of 
(2.4) shows that X meets Y transversely. I 
(2.6) THEOREM. Suppose M is planar, f C ,97 r, and Z is a component of 
I~-(q) for some saddle point q. Then Cl(•Z) meets Y if and only if OZ 
meets Y transversely. 
Proof. We suppose •Z  does not meet Y transversely and draw a 
contradiction. By continuity of the Hrr with T---fJZ and (1.6a) this is 
equivalent to the assumption OZ ~ Y = 0. 
Take y E Cl(c~Z) A Y; by (1.2) we may arrange y EfNAv.  If X meets Y 
transversely then a simple application of Palls' )],-lemma [10] provides an 
open U c Q with boundary consisting of two segments from X and two from 
Y, one of these being a neighborhood o fy  in A r. Then ~Z~DU=O so 
~'Z(3U=O.  On the other hand, if X does not meet Y we set 
U=N~(y)~ Q. For e small enough we have C1 UNf - JN , (y )= O for all 
j > 0, by (2.4). Arguing similarly we construct a similar U' in the second 
quadrant Q', and set V= C1 UN C1 U'. This is a neighborhood o fy  and, by 
construction, f - J [N~(y) ~ ~Z] ~ int V= O for all j > 0 and small e. But 
505/44/3-3 
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then (1.6) produces g arbitrarily near f with rg=gJZg meeting Yg 
transversely arbitrarily near y. By continuity of Hrr we have our 
contradiction: y E Hr r ( f ) .  II 
3. THE AREA-PRESERVING CASE 
In this section we suppose M has a C ~ area form 09 and indicate the 
modifications in the preceeding discussion. 
First, all perturbations needed in Sections 1 and 2 are given by (1.6). But 
according to Robinson [13] these perturbations may be performed in 
Diff~,(M), so the results of Sections 1 and 2, and in particular Theorems A
and B, reamin valid in this setting. Note that ~r  = ~r~ Diff~,(M), and 
each Fx, Fr, Hxr, restricted to Diff,(M), is continuous at points of 3~.  
Next, using the terminology of Section 2 we prove the following, which 
implies Theorem C. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Suppose M is planar with finite area with respect o 09 
and 1 <<. r <~ ~.  Suppose p, q are saddle points o f f  E ~r  and X, Y, Z, T are 
• to  
components, respectively, of I~ (p), l~ + (p), lY-(q), if'+ (q). Then 
(a) X meets Y transversely, 
(b) /f C I (~Z) meets Y then Z meets Y transversely and X meets T 
transversely, 
(c) if Z meets Y transversely then Cl Z -- Cl Y. 
Proof. First we note that ~Q = M. In fact: 
If m 4: 0, V is open and nonempty, thenfmkvn V4: O for 
some k > 0. (3.2) 
To prove this just note that if {fmiv: j  E Z} were a disjoint collection then it 
would have infinite area. Now part (a) is immediate from (2.5c). 
Next we show that C1X = C1 Y. Then by symmetry we have CI Z = Cl T, 
so (1.4) implies C IZD C1X= Cl YD C1 T= CIZ,  which establishes part 
(c). 
To show C1 X= CI Y it suffices, by symmetry, to show C IXD Y. We 
argue by contradiction, so suppose y E Y~C1X. By (1.2) we may presume 
y EfUDy. Since, by (a), Y meets both components of l~- (p )  transversely 
we may apply the )~-lemma s in (2.6) to find an open neighborhood V0 of y 
with c~V o= c~ x V o U c~ r V o, where c9 x V o c X, cO r V o c Y each consists of two 
segments. Let V be the largest connected open neighborhood of y in Vo\C1X. 
Then c~V= ~xVU~rV with ~yV=?VA~vVo and OxVcC1X.  Now there 
is s>O such that fJy¢£ V o andfJc~ rV  oNV o---0 for a l l j> /s .  Applying 
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(3.2), there is k > 0 such that fksNv(-')V-7~: 0. By choice of s, fksN6OyV(-) 
V=O,  and fksU6qxV(-'l V~CI(X)(') V=O.  Thus fksNcqv misses V. Since 
fksNv('-) V:/zO and fk~NyEfksUvkv we conclude that fksNv properly 
contains V, contradicting preservation of area. Thus we have shown 
C1X = C1 Y. 
Finally, if CI(WZ) ~ Y4: O then, by (2.6), f fZ  meets Y transversely for 
some j. Since C1 X~ Y we have C1X~fJZ-~ 0, and an argument based on 
the analog of (1.3) atfJq shows that C1X meetsffT.  Hence, again by (2.6), 
some f kX  meets f i T  transversely. Finally, (1.4) implies that X meets T 
transversely and Z meets Y transversely. | 
Last, we have the proof of Zehnder's theorem, which we restate here. 
Remember that M need not be planar. 
(3.3) THEOREM. There is a residual set ~ c Diff ,(M) such that any 
elliptic periodic point of any f E ff?r is a limit of transversal homoelinic 
points. 
Proof For f~  Diff ,(M) we define 
H(f) = Cl{x: x is a transversal homoclinic point} 
= C1 U Hxv(f). 
X,Y  
Now after embedding {Hxr } in a countable collection of lower semicon- 
tinuous functions as in the proof of (2.2) we deduce, from (2.1b), that H is 
~y 
lower semicontinuous. Hence H is continuous at a residual set 3 ,0 ,  which 
we may suppose is contained in ~,r  60" 
Take fE  - r  3~,  and suppose e is elliptic point of f of period n. We need to 
show e C H(f). Let ~4 ~ be an open neighborhood of f and U a compact 
neighborhood of e. Using a generating function for fn  (see [7]) we may 
perturbfto somef~ ~,/U which is C °~ on some neighborhood V of e and still 
has e as an elliptic point. By a theorem of Robinson we may perturb f~ to 
f2 C ~,  still C °o on V, for which e is a stable elliptic point (definition and 
proof in [13]). Moser's twist theorem (see [7]) produces an open disk D 
invariant under fN with e E D c U~ V. Another theorem of Moser's ([8], 
modified to the C °~ case) gives a perturbation f3 C JU which agrees with f2 
near ~D and has a saddle point p in D. Now M 0 = ~(D,f3 ) is planar and has 
finite area. Since Diff,(M0) is a Baire space the corresponding ,97~ is dense. 
Then a go E ~g close enough to f3[Mo has a saddle point in D, so, by 
Theorem C, go has a transversal homoclinic point in D. Since M 0 is open and 
we use the strong topology, we can extend go to g on M, agreeing with f3 off 
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D (see [4, p. 50]). We may suppose go close enough tof31M o that gE JU ,  
and we have demonstrated U~H(g)ve  0. Continuity of H a t fnow implies 
eEH( f ) .  I 
4. CONSTRUCTING E q 
In this section M is planar and p is a saddle point o f f  Using the notation 
and local coordinates of Sectionl we have yECI (c~X)~D v and 
c~XN Y= 0, so 
~X~OY=O.  (4.1) 
We use n ---- the least period of p, and N = the least common period of X and 
Y. Fix Q = Qi as either Q~ or Q2. This section consists of the construction of 
E q =E~ and L =L  i as specified in (1.8). 
Remember S~ = Q ~ C1N~(y). If S~ A ~X = O for some e > 0 we just set 
E q= 0, L = CIA x, and (1.8) is trivially satisfied. So we may fix e 0 > 0 such 
that, with S = S,o, 
(a) y G Cl(cYX~ S), 
(b) f JX~ S --/= 0¢>y E CI ( f JX~ S), (4.2) 
(c) Ar~fkS=O,  C1Sf~fkC1S=O for 0<[k l~<5N.  
The first step toward defining the E q is the construction of a simple closed 
curve following a cycle among the points of ~p. We start with some 
terminology. A segment is a directed compact curve 2 with no self- 
intersections, and we write 20 for the interior of 2. For 0 ~<j, k ~< N we say a 
directed curve 2 from fJp to fkp is a (j, k)-link iff 2 is the concatenation 
2x2s2v of segments uch that 2 ° c f JX~f  kS, 2 ° c intfkS, 2°rcfkY, and 
fkyq~ hr" Such a link is either a segment or a simple closed curve (if 
f jp=fkp) :  this follows from (4.1). 
(4.3) LEMMA. There are (ja,ka)-links 2~ for 
(a) k0= 0, 
(b) fJap=fka+,p, 
(C) f J~X~fk~S 4= 0 ¢¢, a = b, 
(d) f~N2~2°=OforaCb,  Italy<4, 
(e) F=2021 . . -2r_ ~ is a simple closed curve, 
(f) y ~ ~'oNr. 
aET/ r ,  such that 
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Proof. Denote by [x] the residue of x modulo N. Let P be the collection 
of pairs (j, k) such that 0 ~<j, k < N and f J xo fkS  4= ~. By (4.2a) P 4: ~, 
and applying f m shows (j, k) ~ P => ([ j  + m], [k + m]) E P. Hence there are 
cycles: pairs (j~, k~)EP  indexed by Z r and satisfying (b). Replacing 
(•, ka) by ([ja - k0], [k~ - k0] ) we arrange (a). Now take such a cycle with 
r minimal. Then (c) is satisfied, for ifffaX metfk~S for a 4: b we could find a 
shorter cycle by replacing (j~, ka) with (ja, kb) and deleting (Jc, kc) for 
e = a + 1, a + 2 ..... b. Similarly we have fJap cfkbp unless b --- a + 1. From 
these facts, (4.1), and (4.2c) we deduce (d) and (e), where 2~ is defined by 
following f J , (pUX)  to its first meeting with fkaS, constructing 2~s as a 
straight segment (in appropriate coordinates) to a point on fkaA v between 
fkay and fkap, and followingfk"(YU p) to f~p.  
For (f) suppose y EfkF, 0 <~ k <~ 4N. Then f -ky  ~ ~.~ for some a. By 
(4.1), (4.2c) we have f -kyC2~r ,  so f -ky  lies between fk~y and fk~p in 
fka(YU p), sof-k-k~(y) E Y and is closer to p than y is, which is impossible 
for -k  --k~ ~< 0. II 
Since M is planar F divides the component of M in which it lies into two 
connected open sets of which it is the common boundary. Since y ~ F we can 
select one of these, D, by the condition y ~ C1 D. We shall eventually 
construct he E q in terms of D. However, the situation is more complex in 
case f reverses orientation, because of the following. 
(4.4) LEMMA. Suppose ). c F is a (j, k)-link. Then fky and fk+Ns are 
separated by F and fk+us c D if and only if f k  preserves orientation. 
Proof By definition y q~C1D and, from (4.2), (4.3), we have 
I 'O fuS  = 0. Construct a segment Y in local coordinates by moving horizon- 
tally to a nearby point z E S, and then vertically to fNz Efus. It is easy to 
see that ? has intersection umber ±1 with F, and the same applies tofkT, SO 
F separates fky from fk+Us. 
Now F is oriented by the directions of the links, and f k  preserves this 
orientation, in the sense thatfk+U20v C 2 r andf  k transforms the direction of 
fNJ.ov to that of h r. Hence fk  preserves orientation on M if and only i f f  k 
transforms directions from fu20v into D to directions from 2 v into D, and 
since fus  ~ D this is equivalent to fk  + N S C D. | 
We call a (j, k)-link 2 cF  an entrance (exit) i f f f  k preserves (reverses) 
orientation on M. There are, unfortunately, examples in which any F 
satisfying (4.3) has exits. We shall make the temporary assumption that F 
has no exits, and later we shall indicate the modification in the construction 
when there are exits. 
For q >~ 0 we set D q = ~g(D, fU). Also, define F x ,F  v,F s by F x = 
[,.) {2x:2 is a link of F}, etc. 
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(4.5) LEMMA. (a) ~D q crw¢g(r~,f~), 
(b) for 0 <~ r <~ N, if y E f~D q then y E f fD.  
Proof Part (a) follows by induction: 
~O q+ l = ¢~(O qk..) fNo  q) 
t~O q k_) fN  c~D q 
rw e~g(rx, fu) U fu rw fU¢g(r x, fU). 
Now fNF=fNFx~fNF°sUfNF  r. All the terms involving F x lie in 
~g+ l(Fx, fN) and fNFy ~ Fy c F. So we only need to dispose of fNF° s. But 
by (4.4) this lies in D cD q+l so it cannot meet OD q+~ 
For (b) suppose y c f rD  q with q minimal, and suppose q > 0. Then 
yq~ffD q-1 so fNyq~f fNDq- '=f r~(D, fN)~f f (Dq\D) .  Hence the 
segment a of f - rY  f romf - ry  to f - r+Ny meets O(Dq\D) ~ OD q U ~D. Using 
part (a) and (4.1)-(4.4) we conclude that a meets )lv for some link 2 ~F ,  
and (aU2y)AD=O.  Now there is a connected open set V with 
V~C1D =~ and C1 V~aU2v,  and using (4.1) we may shrink V so that 
vooq( I ' x , fN)=o.  Since VNDq-~o we have V~D q by part (a). 
However, f -~p  E C1 IT, so (1.3) implies ~°q(z, fU)  ~ V for some z. This 
contradicts V ~ D = O and v c ~q(D,fU). II 
Still assuming that F has no exits we can define E q. Let R = {r: 0 ~< r ~< N 
and y q~ffD} and set 
g q = ~N- ' sk .3  k..) {frDq-l: r C R},  
L=F x. 
We now verify (1.8a)-(18d). As an immeditate consequence of (4.5a) we 
have 
and 
c3E q c c3E ~ ~) O~NL, (1.8b) 
L c fUL ,  OL =- ~X (1.8c) 
is obvious. 
y ~ C1 EL (1.8a) 
Proof SupposeyCC1E q. By (4 .2 )y~Cl~U-~S,  soyEf rC ID  q-~ for 
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some r E R. Then (4Sa), (4.3f), (4.1) showy @fr~D4-‘. Hence y EJ”Dq-‘, 
and (4Sb) implies y Ef”D, contradicting r E R. 1 
@“p(S, n @x) c Eq for sufftciently small E. (1.8d) 
Proof. Select E > 0 small enough that S, c S and 
b2NS n rY2Nr = 0. 0 F 0 (4.6) 
This is justified by (4.1t(4.3). We shall actually show @“S, c&Y. Write 
@i”’ l’Ns, = e;y- ‘S 
l 
(J ay:“s, v apN+ I’NS 
E .  
The first term lies in E’ cEq+’ and we shall show below that the second 
also lies in E’. For the third we argue inductively: 
@:“N’ l’Ns, = f “qNs, 
CfNE4 
c@$‘~S,V V(j-‘f”D”-‘:rER) 
cE’VE q+t =Eq+l. 
So we only need @iNS, cE’. Suppose not: for some t, 0 < t < N, we have 
ft+NS,dE1zlJ{frD: rER}, so ft’NS,dfrD for any rER. Alter- 
natively, 
forO<m<N,f ~ tiNS cf “D a m @ R. (4.7) 
We shall now establish f ttNS cf lktlD for all k 2 1, where [x] again 
denotes the mod N reduction of ;. For k = N this says f ItNSE c D so, from 
(4.7), 0 & R, contradicting y @ D. 
Now we prove the claim by induction. The initialization, f ttNSt cf ftlD, 
is implied by f NS uf 2NS c D, which is true by (4.4). Next suppose 
f tfNSC cf “D with m = [kt]. Then (4.7) implies m @i R, so y E f “D. Now 
,I&, cf mD, for otherwise f -“A:, meets r. By (4.1)-(4.3) this can happen 
only if f -“A:, meets LY for some link L cr. Since m <N we readily find 
f -“A!, Cf -T&, and this misses D entirely because f -‘“A,\~, is 
connected, misses r, and intersects M\D by (4.4) and the no-exit 
assumption. Hence, using this and (4.6), the connected set ni,U 
fNS,Vf2NSt misses f”r, so fNS,Vf2NStcfmD. Applying f’ and f’-” 
shows fttNSc cfmttD and fttNSc cfm+t-ND, so fttNSf cf ImttlD, 
completing the induction. I 
Finally we must consider the case in which r has exits. We first charac- 
terize this case. 
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(4.8) LEMMA. 1" can be constructed without exits unless n is even, f
reverses orientation, and ~(X,f  2) n S = 0. In this case f JX  meets fkS  only 
if j and k have opposite parity, and a (j, k)-link in F is an entrance if and 
only if j is odd and k is even. 
Proof. Suppose f reverses orientation. If ~(X, f z )  N S 4: ~ then just 
reprove (4.3), replacing P with the set of pairs (j, k) of even integers with 
0~<j,k < N and f JXn fkS4:0 .  The proof only requires ( [ j+  m, 
k + m]) C P for (j, k) ~ P and m even, and this is true because N is even. 
The resulting F clearly has no exits. 
If O(X, f  2) N S - -O  and n is odd thenfnX=X ', for otherwise ~(X , f  2) = 
O(X, f )  would meet S. Then O(X ' , f  2) ----U tfJX:J is odd} must meet S, so 
we can replace X with X' in the preceeding argument o find 1" with no 
exits. 
The last statement in (4.8) is obvious. | 
Now we suppose that' F cannot be constructed without exits. We first 
modify the definition of the D q. Consider a component C offND\D. Then 
8C cfN1"U1" and Kerekjarto's theorem (see [9]) says that 0C is a simple 
closed curve containing nontrivial segments from both 1" and fN1". Using 
(4.1)-(4.3) we see that BC meets 2 urN2 for exactly one link ~ ~1". we let 
G, the exit region, be the union of the components of fND\D which meet 
exits. See Fig. 2. Then we redefine the D q recursively, setting D°= D and 
D q+l = (fNDq UDq)\G. We let fix denote the union of the ~,x which lie in 
entrances. Now instead of (4.5) we have 
(4.9) LEMMA. (a) t3DqcF~)~g(Fx,fU), 
(b) for even r, 0 <~ r <~ N, if y Ef~D q then y EfrD. 
Proof Part (a) is proved as (4.5a) was, using the observation that Fx 
misses ?G, and hence CI G, by (4.8) and (4.3). The proof of (4.5b) requires 
(4.4) applied to a (j, k)-link 2 with f ky=f  ~y, which is possible since r 
and n even implies k even, so 2 is an entrance. Otherwise no substantive 
changes need be made to provide a proof of part (b). II 
Next we redefine R as the set of even r, 0 ~< r ~< N, with y q~f~D, and 
define E q, L as before. Then the verfications of (1.8a)-(1.8c) are unchanged, 
except hat (4.5) is replaced by (4.9). Instead of (1.8d) we need to check 
~qv(s~ N ~X, f  2) c E q for sufficiently small e, where N = 2v. (1.8e) 
Proof Arguing just as for (1.8d), with (4.9) replacing (4.5), we show 
~v(S E,f2) ~ E 1, where e is chosen to satisfy (4.6). In fact the proof shows 
~2vv(S~,fz )C  U{f rD: rER}.  By (4.6) and (4.9a) we have f2JS~n 
~frD =O for v~<j~< 2v and r ER,  so for each such j we can find r with 
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t S 
~'~Z . . . . . . .  
L . . . . . .  --2-z_ f2y 
f2 S 
p 
/ ::",">t,',' 
/ _3 ,~?,~','-~ - - '~'-  f y ~ ,~2~"~-  j, 
D ~ fP 
FIG. 1. Here N= 2 and F has an exit. 
f2JS, c f rD .  We shal l  show that  f2j+2qv(s~o~Y) cfrDq, f rom wh ich  
( l .8e)  fol lows. 
I f f tX¢ -) S~ -~ 0 then l is odd, and  since r C R is even, 2j + l - -  r is odd. 
Thus,  by (4.8),f2J+l-rX~OG=O. We also have f2j-rs~ cD,  so fZi+t-rx 
meets D,  and  hencef2J+t-rX~ G = 0 .  We now easi ly provef2J+zq"-r(s~A 
f tX)  c D q by induct ion,  based on:  x C D q and fu r  q~ G ~ fUx C 
fNDq\GcDq+l.  So we are f inished. | 
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